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137 Father's Legitimate Elder Son...
Blood started to flow out from her neck. Even Bo Xiao really wanted to kill. However,
he couldn't kill her.
Therefore, he took a deep breath and retreated his hand and threw the bottle in the
corner of the living room.
Pang!
Liu Ruolan smiled evilly, she knew that Bo Xiao couldn't kill her, whatever she would
do.
At that time, an alarm started ringing inside the villa and the wall moved aside and the
man came inside the villa.
The man saw broken pieces of glasses of the bottle on the table and blood spots on Liu
Ruolan's neck. He immediately understood what had happened here before he came
here?...
"Seems like, I have missed something interesting." The man commented sarcastically.
Liu Ruolan took the tissues from the table and pressed it on her neck and said with an
evil smile(as always) "Choi Sun, I seemed that your boss Mo Jiang...Oops… I meant
your step-brother or I should say your father's legitimate elder son didn't teach you that
you should mind your business."
Choi Sun's facial expression changed after hearing the words of 'your father's
legitimate elder son'

Choi Sun was the person who was the part of Mo Jiang's team. In fact, he was the
in-charge of Mo Jiang's team.
However, no one knew that he was the illegitimate child of Mo Jun.
Mo Jun didn't accept Choi Sun and his mother, as being his mistress and his
illegitimate child. In that sorrow, Choi Sun's mother committed suicide. Therefore,
Choi Sun decided to kill Mo Jun's legitimate children. As it was the best punishment

for Mo Jun.
That was why Choi Sun teamed up with Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan to kill Mo Jiang and
they were almost successful in killing Mo Jiang.
After that incident of three years back, Mo Jun had unconditionally trusted on Choi
Sun as being the part of Mo Jiang's team and Mo Jun told everything to Choi Sun. Mo
Jun didn't know that he was digging the grave for his own family.
Bo Xiao ignored Liu Ruolan's evil comments and passed on a bottle of beer to Choi
Sun and took one for himself.
"Tell me, what is the situation from that side?" Bo Xiao asked.
Choi Sun took the bottle and sat on the couch opposite to Bo Xiao and Liu Ruolan.
"Mo Jinnan has started getting information about Liu Juan." Choi Sun replied.
"Did he get anything?" Bo Xiao asked.
"No! From the last fifteen days, he tried all the things, but he didn't get a piece of
single information about Liu Juan." Choi Sun happily informed.
"Good…" Bo Xiao commented.
Mo Jinnan took the help of Mo Jiang's team as they were good in the hacking.
Although there hacking was not as good as Si Li, still it was impressive.
However, Choi Sun skillfully diverted the attention of Mo Jiang's team whenever if
they got any the information about Liu Juan and then he had erased the information
without anyone noticing.
"Si Li has warned Mo Jinnan that if he won't get information about Liu Juan within
one month, then Si Li will kill Song Tianxin." Choi Sun said.
"Ohh...So sad. Mo Jun's first son already lost his wife and now his second son would
lose his lover. This is so cruel!" Liu Ruolan again commented and looked at Bo Xiao.
Bo Xiao again ignored her and asked "Did you get information about Mo Jiang?
Where is he?"
"No, that bastard Si Li didn't tell anyone about Mo Jiang, not even to Mo Jun. I have
made Mo Jun to ask about Mo Jiang, but Si Li didn't spout a single word." Choi Sun
said while gritted his teeth.

He carefully planned to kill Mo Jiang in that bomb blast with his family. However, not
only Mo Jiang saved himself and his son from the blast, but also he got the help of Si
Li who was continuously protecting both father and son pair.
"Don't worry, he will come out eventually. If he is still alive then he will definitely
come out to meet his son." Bo Xiao said.
"Why don't you kill his son, then Mo Jiang would definitely come out?" Liu Ruolan
asked.
"Initially, Si Li always kept Mo Liqin at Old Mansion where security was very tight.
Recently, Si Li brought Mo Liqin to his penthouse and I had already planned all the
things to attacked on his penthouse, but because ofMo Jinnan's attack, Si Li has
changed his villa and now I don't know the security system of his villa." Choi Sun
disappointingly said.
Mo Liqin was the real name of Little Champ, now people called him Si Liqin as well.
There were many security systems in Juan's villa and Choi Sun knew all the security
systems. Therefore he had sold all the information of security systems to Liu Ruolan.
That was why Mo Jiang's team didn't get the signals on the day of Little Champ's
birthday, despite that Mo Jiang was trying to contact them.
Afterwards, Juan's Villa was finished in the bomb blast and it became more difficult
for Si Li to find the reason for the failure of the security system.
As Si Li was the person who had invented that security system and planted it in Juan's
villa.
Seeing that Si Li didn't have any appropriate answer behind the reason for the failure
of the Security System. Mo Jiang's team broke all the alliance with Si Li's team and
that was the reason, Si Li wasn't allowed in their premises.

